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Abstract

Following insights from recent crystal structures of the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, binding 

modes of Positive Allosteric Modulators (PAMs) were predicted under the assumption that PAMs 

should bind to the extracellular surface of the active state. A series of well-characterized PAMs for 

adenosine (A1R, A2AR, A3R) and muscarinic acetylcholine (M1R, M5R) receptors were modeled 

using both rigid and flexible receptor CHARMM-based molecular docking. Studies of adenosine 

receptors investigated the molecular basis of the probe-dependence of PAM activity by modeling 

in complex with specific agonist radioligands. Consensus binding modes map common 

pharmacophore features of several chemical series to specific binding interactions. These models 

provide a rationalization of how PAM binding slows agonist radioligand dissociation kinetics. 

M1R PAMs were predicted to bind in the analogous M2R PAM LY2119620 binding site. The M5R 

NAM (ML-375) was predicted to bind in the PAM (ML-380) binding site with a unique induced-

fit receptor conformation.

Graphical abstract

A3R partial-agonist inosine, in the presence of positive allosteric modulator LUF6000, exhibits 

three-fold increased activity. Docking studies predict LUF6000 binding in a “capping” interaction 

through a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl group of inosine. The interaction between the 

molecular structures of LUF6000 and inosine may explain the increase in activity. This interaction 

is inosine-specific, and is not seen with radioligand MRS-542, which lacks a carbonyl group.
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Introduction

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest superfamily of membrane-bound 

receptors, with approximately 800 functioning proteins encoded by the human genome. 

These receptors are responsible for regulating a vast variety of physiological processes. 

Accordingly, they are targeted by over one-third of all marketed drugs.1 GPCRs primarily 

signal through G-proteins and β-arrestins. GPCRs are classically divided into 4 classes: A 

(rhodopsin-like), B (secretin-like), C (metabotropic glutamate receptors), and F (frizzled and 

smoothened receptors), or as 5 classes: glutamate, rhodopsin, adhesion, frizzled/taste2, and 

secretin (GRAFS).2 Class A is by far the largest class, accounting for 85% of the 

superfamily’s genes, and is the most well studied. Examples of class A rhodopsin-like 

GPCRs include the adrenergic, histaminergic, muscarinic acetylcholine, dopaminergic, and 

opioid receptors, all of which are targets of major FDA-approved drug classes essential to 

modern pharmacotherapy.

Classically, drug-targeting of GPCRs was focused on producing molecules that either mimic 

the activity of an endogenous ligand (agonism), or attenuate it (antagonism). Recent 

discoveries have led to the identification of “biased ligands” that can lead to activation of 

specific signaling pathways.3 For example, ligands that preferentially activate the classical 

G-protein signaling pathway at the expense of non-canonical signaling pathways are biased. 

However, these molecules focus on targeting the classic orthosteric binding site of the 

endogenous agonists. Advances in the understanding of the structure and function of GPCRs 

have led to the discovery of ligands that act at sites other than the orthosteric site. These 

allosteric ligands, termed ‘allosteric modulators’ can amplify (positive allosteric modulators 
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[PAMs]) or attenuate (negative allosteric modulators [NAMs]) receptor activity. Endogenous 

compounds have been discovered that act as allosteric modulators, including cholesterol, 

arachidonic acid, magnesium, zinc, and sodium.4 These allosteric ligands may lead to more 

precise control over the physiologic effects of receptor activation. Allosteric modulators are 

being actively investigated in current drug discovery programs due to the potential for 

attractive attributes compared to orthosteric drugs, such as increased subtype selectivity (due 

to less conserved allosteric sites relative to the orthosteric site), wider therapeutic windows, 

and maximal ceiling effects.5 These attributes can provide a greater safety margin in the 

setting of an overdose.

The most widely-known, clinically useful allosteric modulators are the benzodiazepines, 

which are modulators of the ionotropic GABAA receptor. Additionally, GPCR allosteric 

modulators have been FDA-approved. Cinacalcet is used in the treatment of 

hyperparathyroidism by acting as a PAM for the calcium-sensing receptor.6 Maraviroc acts 

as a NAM at the CCR5 receptor, preventing viral entry of HIV.6 Plerixafor is a PAM for 

CXCR4, and is used for stem cell mobilization.6 Moving forward, GPCR allosteric 

modulators are being investigated for use in disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, 

Parkinson’s disease, and schizophrenia.7,8

Potential allosteric binding sites on class A GPCRs include the extracellular domain (N-

terminal and loop regions), membrane associated regions, intracellular domains, and within 

the transmembrane region.9,10 It is possible these allosteric sites are binding regions of 

undiscovered endogenous allosteric modulators, rather than cavities exclusively secondary to 

a structural role.4 Pepducins, a class of lipopeptides, have been found to act as intracellular 

allosteric modulators.11,12 Other classes of biomolecules, such as RNA aptamers, can bind 

both intracellularly and extracellularly.13 Numerous allosteric modulators appear to bind at 

or near the extracellular vestibule of the receptor, and this region in particular is of interest 

for druggability.14–16 Another class of ligands can span the orthosteric site and reach into the 

allosteric site, providing a dual mode of action.17 These are termed “bitopic ligands”, and 

bind to both the orthosteric and allosteric sites concurrently. They can help probe the 

allosteric site by competing with allosteric fragments of the bitopic ligand and by 

determining linker sizes that result in modulation. Our current work focuses on well-

characterized allosteric modulators that bind to the GPCR extracellular surface and compete 

with agonist radioligand dissociation.

Recently, the M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor has been crystallized bound to PAM 

LY2119620 in complex with the orthosteric agonist iperoxo. This provides the first 

structural characterization of such a PAM extracellular surface binding site,16 where the 

PAM binds above the orthosteric agonist binding site Figure 1(A). Given this breakthrough 

in the structural knowledge of how a selective PAM binds to M2R, this knowledge can be 

extended to model the binding modes of other PAMs from the literature. As these PAM-

bound GPCR complexes appear quite challenging to characterize using crystallography (due 

to modest PAM binding affinity), this research objective is important to the emerging field of 

the discovery and development of GPCR allosteric modulators. One of the most interesting 

conclusions from the analysis of the M2R crystal structure was that the agonist-bound active 

conformation of the receptor was very similar to the agonist-bound M2R structure in 
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complex with the PAM iperoxo.16 This observation was in agreement with predictions from 

the Monod-Wyman-Changeux allosteric model, which is that the PAM should preferentially 

bind to and stabilize active conformations of the receptor.18 There were only very minor 

deviations in the backbone conformation, and few minor induced-fit changes in side chain 

conformations in the allosteric pocket (such as W422), which forms an important pi-stacking 

interaction with the bound PAM. Other parallel structural studies of active conformations of 

A2AR have also concluded that there is reasonable conservation of agonist-bound “active”, 

“partially active”, and “intermediately active” conformational states.19 These states are 

stabilized by combinations of agonists, protein engineering, and optimized nanobodies to 

stabilize the active conformation.19

However, these observations from recent X-ray crystal structures of agonist-bound 

conformational states of GPCRs only provide an experimental static snapshot of these 

flexible receptors. A growing body of evidence from biophysical studies also supports the 

viewpoint that these receptors exhibit significant flexibility and visit ligand-specific active 

conformational states.20–24 Complimentary to these experiments, there have been impressive 

advances in predicting the fluctuations of various ligand-stabilized conformational states 

from molecular dynamics simulations and studies utilizing advanced sampling strategies that 

aim to efficiently map the free energy landscapes of diverse receptor conformational 

states.25 One particularly relevant recent study compared the free energy landscape of M2R 

bound to full agonist iperoxo (IXO), the partial agonist arecoline (ARC) and the inverse 

agonist 3-quinuclidinyl-benzilate (QNB).26 The authors concluded that in the receptor-

nanobody complex, compared to the partial agonist, the full agonist IXO binding resulted in 

increased fluctuations in the intracellular protein-coupling interface (TM5, TM6, and TM7) 

but not in the extracellular surface due to the stronger binding of the orthosteric agonist. 

Thus, when bound to the partial agonist, the extracellular surface exhibited enhanced 

fluctuations and flexibility in both the orthosteric pocket, the tyrosine lid, and ECL2 region 

of the allosteric pocket and the extracellular vestibule in general.26 This study provides 

evidence for distinct low-energy conformational states that are ligand-specific, two distinct 

conformations of the orthosteric pocket, where IXO binding shifts the receptor 

conformational equilibrium to the closed state of the tyrosine lid compared to the partial 

agonist.26 Previous studies of M2R binding to allosteric modulators also sampled various 

conformational states of the extracellular vestibule during binding and dissociation events in 

long-timescale MD simulations.27 Simulation evidence from both of these studies suggest 

that the extracellular vestibule is highly flexible, samples various conformational states, and 

that allosteric modulators may bind to and stabilize ligand-specific conformational 

states.26,27 Similar computational studies of ligand dissociation of the antagonist tiotropium 

bound to M3R have shown that orthosteric ligands may also transiently bind in the allosteric 

site during ligand dissociation.28 Experiments have shown that tiotropium dissociates more 

slowly from M3R compared to M2R29 and molecular dynamics simulations of tiotropium 

bound to the receptors show a corresponding increase in the flexibility of the ECL2 loop of 

M2R compared to M3R, which may also rationalize slower dissociation kinetics.28 

Collectively these results from multiple simulation studies suggest that interactions that 

stabilize the conformational state of the dynamic extracellular vestibule may contribute to 

slower orthosteric ligand dissociation.
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To our knowledge, no co-crystal structures of adenosine receptors bound to small-molecule 

PAMs and orthosteric agonists have yet been solved or published. However, numerous 

small-molecule PAMs of adenosine receptors have been characterized that compete with 

radioligand agonists and likely bind to an extracellular surface binding site in proximity to 

the orthosteric adenosine binding site.30 Previous A1R studies have found that residues on 

ECL2 are implicated in PAM activity31 and have also suggested that the allosteric binding 

site may be located in a pocket formed by the ECL2 loop bounded by residues S150 and 

M162.32 It is possible that Class A GPCR extracellular surface allosteric modulators share a 

common binding site or common molecular binding mechanisms. By predicting the 

consensus binding modes of several structurally related chemotypes of small-molecule 

PAMs for adenosine or muscarinic receptors, we provide a clear molecular picture of how 

PAMs bind to and stabilize agonist-bound conformational states. Our studies of adenosine 

receptors investigate the molecular basis of agonist radioligand probe-dependent effects, and 

predict specific interactions between PAM R-groups and reference agonist radioligand 

atoms. In performing our studies, we do not necessarily assume that structurally related 

compounds will always bind in the same binding mode, but we explore this possibility using 

free unrestrained docking in the presence of appropriate agonist radioligands. In general, our 

results from both flexible receptor docking and rigid receptor docking suggest a common 

molecular mechanism of how PAMs may slow the dissociation kinetics of pre-incubated 

agonist radioligands and have significant implications for the design of future experimental 

efforts to characterize PAM activity.

Methods

Although several previous computational investigations of the binding mode of GPCR PAMs 

have utilized advanced methodologies in which the receptor can be fully flexible and sample 

various conformational states,26,27,32,33 such methodologies may not be necessary at a first 

approximation. Based on the recent crystal structure of M2R PAM, it is possible that PAMs 

may bind to and stabilize the active conformation of the extracellular receptor surface. 

Muscarinic and adenosine receptors structures to date have exhibited minimal deviation 

from a similar active conformational state.16,19 Based on these recent observations from 

crystallography, in our initial work we utilized a CHARMM-based rigid receptor docking 

approach, assuming that PAMs preferentially bind to active conformation of GPCRs with 

minimal deviation in the backbone conformation of the extracellular vestibule. However, 

given a body of evidence from biophysical studies and from molecular dynamics simulations 

supporting a highly flexible active state of the extracellular vestibule, we also performed the 

docking using a more sophisticated flexible receptor docking approach. Therefore, our 

flexible receptor approach should reasonably explore the possibility that PAMs may bind to 

the receptor and induce novel activated state conformations that are on the order of 1.0–1.3 

Å Cα RMSD from extracellular vestibule backbone conformations characterized by X-ray 

crystal structures of active conformations. We highlight the most noteworthy similarities and 

differences of docking results using both rigid and flexible receptor docking.
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Homology Modeling & Refinement

Homology models of A1R and A3R were built using four crystal structures of A2AR as 

individual templates to generate an ensemble of receptor conformations. Three active 

conformations of A2AR were utilized: a thermostabilized receptor bound to the endogenous 

agonist adenosine (2YDO.pdb),19 Figure 1(B) , the receptor bound to the agonist NECA 

(2YDV.pdb),19 and the receptor bound to the agonist UK-432097 (3QAK.pdb).34 For A2AR 

it was not necessary to built a homology model as the thermostabilized A2AR receptor 

bound to the A2AR selective agonist CGS21680 (4UG2.pdb) was used.35 Finally, homology 

models for A1R and A3R were also built using an inactive conformation of A2AR bound to 

the antagonist ZM241385 (3EML.pdb).36 For each crystal structure, five homology models 

were constructed using Modeller with standard basic modelling protocol from a multiple 

sequence alignment.37,38 Homology models of M1R and M5R were built in a similar way 

using the crystal structure of the M2R complex simultaneously bound to the agonist iperoxo 

and the PAM LY2119620 (4MQT.pdb).16 Similarly, five models for M1R and M5R were 

constructed using Modeller with standard basic modelling protocol from a multiple sequence 

alignment.37,38

Supplementary Table 1. provides comparative values of initial homology model quality, 

including Modeler objective function, Modeler DOPE score, and a CHARMM minimum 

energy for the minimized complex with reference agonist. Homology models built for A1R 

using templates with ~51% sequence identity, and A3R using templates with ~42% sequence 

identity, resulted in similar ranges of Modeller objective function and DOPE scores. 

Resulting homology models for M1R using the template (4MQT.pdb) with 65% sequence 

identity result in a higher Modeller objective function values ranging from 4090-3910. 

Homology models for M5R using template (4MQT.pdb) with 68% sequence identity also 

resulted in a higher values of the Modeller objective function. In comparison of the Modeler 

scores and CHARMM minimized complex energy with reference agonists (Supplementary 

Table 1.) the majority of models have minimized complex energies that on the same order as 

the complex built from the crystal structure of the A2AR selective agonist CGS21680 

(4UG2.pdb).35 The models with the least favorable complex energies were the M5R receptor 

models, but the reason for the difference in magnitude of the minimized potential energy 

was that the intracellular loop res: 212–445 was truncated from the model (which does not 

affect the flexible receptor model utilized). Upon visual inspection, all models exhibited 

reasonable structure-sequence-alignment in the extracellular region. Models were selected 

for further refinement and were then energy-minimized in CHARMM using a GBMV 

implicit membrane potential function.39–41 GBMV implicit membrane potentials were built 

for the receptors using CHARMM-GUI.42 N-terminal and C-terminal disordered regions of 

the models that were not fully resolved in the associated crystal structure template were 

truncated. This avoids artifacts and retains models that are as close to the template crystal 

structures as possible. In addition, poorly-modeled cytoplasmic loops were truncated and 

removed from the models, as they are irrelevant to the extracellular search space.

Molecular Docking

To investigate allosteric binding modes, we have used CHARMM-based docking methods 

for highly accurate predictions of small-molecule binding geometries to a rigid receptor 
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surface. In a previously published assessment of docking accuracy, these CHARMM-based 

methods were shown to have the highest “discriminative power” to correctly predict binding 

geometries over diverse classes of protein-ligand interactions compared to other common 

scoring functions.43,44 After the GPCR complexes were initially minimized using a GBMV 

implicit membrane potential function, this implicit solvent representation was no longer used 

for docking. Molecular docking to the rigid receptor surface utilized the LPDB CHARMm 

force field, the Linear Interaction Energy (LIE) scoring approach and parameters as 

described in.44 The exact implementation of the GBMV implicit solvent (and the associated 

parameters) previously established for high docking accuracy was utilized.43,44 This 

approach should be sufficiently rigorous to model PAM binding to the extracellular receptor 

surface and some specific limitations of this approach are discussed when relevant in 

Results.

CHARMM-based Rigid Receptor Docking

Our approach to molecular docking uses the program CHARMM42 for an all-atom force 

field potential energy description of the protein-ligand complexes. A significant advantage 

of using CHARMM as an engine for molecular docking is that many different 

conformational searching strategies have been implemented, such as MD simulation 

techniques for flexible receptor docking.43 Docking consists of a sequence of independent 

trials that are composed of a large number of individual docking attempts (where a single 

conformation of a ligand is docked to the protein). An independent docking trial, initiated 

from a given ligand initial conformation at a specific reference ligand position, proceeds by 

generating a series of random initial ligand conformations, and then generating a series of 

random orientations that are docked to the protein binding site. Throughout this paper, 

docking was performed from 22 different reference positions on the GPCR extracellular 

surface. How these reference positions were determined is described in the next section. In 

our rigid receptor docking methods which have been described previously in,43,44 the 

CHARMm force field originally parameterized by Momany and Rone has been extended to 

describe ligands in the Ligand-Protein Database (LPDB) and was used to build potential 

energy functions for all ligands as previously described.43,44 For ligand poses that result 

from the simulated annealing conformational search the all-atom protein-ligand 

representation is then minimized, fixing the coordinates of the protein, using the standard 

hard-core repulsion for both VDW and electrostatics with a distance-dependent dielectric 

function (Rdie). Various components of the final minimized potential energy are employed 

to construct CHARMm-based LIE (Rdie) scoring function for ranking ligand poses from the 

conformational search. For each independent docking trial, the top-five lowest energy poses 

are then re-scored with the LIE scoring function using the GBMV implicit solvent, LIE 

(GBMV) as described in.44

CHARMM-based Flexible Receptor Docking

Our approach to flexible molecular docking uses the program CHARMM42 for an all-atom 

force field potential energy description and the dynamics of the protein-ligand complexes 

that is an extension of the previously described rigid receptor method, and ultimately uses 

the exact same LIE (GBMV) scoring function using the GBMV implicit solvent as described 

in.44
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The model utilized here is analogous to previously described flexible receptor models using 

MD for conformational sampling utilizing the CHARMM consfix routine to create rigid 

segments of backbone and side chain residues. In table 1. of Armen et al.43 the type of 

flexible receptor model employed here for GPCRs is similar to what is denoted “MD 

model2” through “MD model4.” The model was developed such that the extracellular GPCR 

surface backbone and residues may exhibit flexibility ranging from minor side chain 

movements to backbone deviations on the order of 1.0 to 1.3 Å Cα RMSD. In the GPCR 

flexible receptor model, backbone and side chain flexibility is defined by four flexible 

segments and four rigid cluster segments using the CHARMM consfix routine. This 

effectively allows the extracellular residues of TM1 and each extracellular loop (ECL1, 

ECL2, and ECL3) to be appropriately flexible, yet the overall topology of the receptor is 

locked into an active conformation of the cytoplasmic side of the receptor. The extracellular 

flexible residue segments that define these flexible receptor models are defined in 

Supplementary Table 2. and also show that these models result in similar total to degrees of 

freedom for the conformational search space as similar previous models utilized in Armen et 

al.43 For example as shown in (Supplementary Table 2.) the A1R receptor, the following 

extracellular surface residues were defined as flexible segments (11–16, 64–85, 139–185, 

249–276). For the M5R receptor, the following extracellular surface residues were defined as 

flexible segments (28–40, 86–109, 164–195, 460–483). To be perfectly clear, in the M5R 

receptor models, the intracellular loop res: 212–445 was truncated from the model, however, 

as these intracellular loop residues would be selected to be a rigid cluster of the receptor, the 

truncation of the loop does not affect the flexible receptor model.

For each independent docking trial, initiated from a given ligand initial conformation at a 

specific reference ligand position, 200 flexible ligand conformations are generated, and 200 

diverse flexible conformations of the receptor in complex with appropriate radioligand 

agonists are generated using MD simulated annealing. After the newly generated flexible 

conformations of ligand and protein are combined, 200 new complexes are subjected to MD 

simulated annealing refinement with simultaneous ligand and receptor flexibility. For this 

conformational refinement of PAM GPCR binding modes, the receptor (backbone and side 

chain), as well as the bound agonist, and the PAM are all simultaneously flexible during the 

refinement. Exactly analogous to the rigid receptor docking, for each independent docking 

trial, the top-five lowest energy flexible-receptor ligand complexes according to the 

CHARMm-based LIE (Rdie) scoring function for ranking ligand poses from the 

conformational search. These top-five lowest energy complexes are then re-scored with the 

LIE scoring function using the GBMV implicit solvent, LIE (GBMV), as described in.44

GPCR Extracellular Surface Search Strategy

The following procedure was used to develop and establish a search strategy for the entire 

extracellular surface, and was eventually applied to each adenosine receptor PAM in this 

study. Towards this end, we were inspired to initiate our studies of adenosine receptor PAMs 

by docking the bitopic ligand 6 (LUF6258) to A1R, as was previously done by authors who 

studied the bitopic ligands as a function of linker length.45 Molecular docking was 

performed by generating 40 diverse molecular conformations of 6 using MarvinBeans.46 

These ligand conformations of 6 were then used for 40 different initial conditions for 
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independent docking into the active conformation models of A1R in the absence of any 

bound agonist. Iterative rounds of docking were performed with top ranked poses that had 

the adenosine moiety bound isosteric with the adenosine-bound A2AR crystal structure 

(2YDO.pdb).19 Supplementary Figure 1. depicts the 20 lowest energy conformations of the 

bitopic ligand bound to A1R showing diverse conformations of the PAM group binding to 

the receptor surface that were sampled. Given the large number of degrees of freedom for 6, 

rather than performing an exhaustive search of the bitopic conformational space, we utilized 

the preliminary results for the bitopic ligand to map the reasonable extracellular surface of 

the active conformational state of A1R where a PAM might bind. The coordinates of the 

aminothiophene PAM groups at the end of the bitopic linkers were used as new center-of-

mass reference positions for docking. A total of 22 representative reference positions were 

identified that were used as starting points for numerous independent docking trials to search 

the extracellular receptor surface for low-energy allosteric PAM binding sites within 

reasonable agreement with the experimental data regarding the linker-length of 6 (9 carbon 

linker).

After constructing the receptor complex for all adenosine receptor models (A1R, A2AR, 

A3R) with the appropriate bound reference agonist (see next section in methods), the 

identical extensive search strategy for the entire extracellular receptor surface (described 

above) was applied for rigid receptor and flexible receptor docking of all adenosine receptor 

PAMs, including 3, 4, and 7–10. Figure 2. shows all of the adenosine receptor small-

molecule PAMs used in our current study. For each small-molecule, once the lowest energy 

binding conformations are identified at particular “hot-spot” locations on the receptor 

surface from the extensive search, subsequent independent docking trials (additional 

sampling) was focused in proximity to these binding “hot-spots” initiated from different 

diverse initial conformations of the small-molecule (typically 20 to 40 conformations) 

generated with Marvin Beans.46 A similar overall procedure was performed for docking into 

the M1R and M5R models, although more focused sampling was appropriately performed in 

the proximity of the reference M2R PAM LY2119620 (again initiated typically from 20 to 40 

diverse conformations of the small-molecule).16 For each individual homology model of a 

receptor conformation, top-ranked clusters were identified according to the LIE (GMBV) 

scoring function as described previously.44 Top-ranked “consensus clusters” were 

subsequently identified by comparing results of over an ensemble of receptor conformations 

(5 Modeller homology models of each crystal structure were utilized). A “consensus cluster” 

is defined as a top-ranked cluster conformation of similar geometry identified in multiple 

searches over different receptor conformations. In this way, the best predicted binding 

geometry is a commonly identified solution to the conformational search problem that is 

relatively robust over several molecular models of the receptor.

Modeling Receptor Complexes with Specific Agonist Radioligands

In our studies of small-molecule PAMs that selectively bind to adenosine receptors, it was 

clear that it was important to use the most relevant agonist radioligands utilized in 

experimental studies to characterize the PAM activity. Starting with our models for A1R, as 

the radioligand [3H]CCPA was utilized in experimental studies of the bitopic ligands and to 

characterize PAM activity for all of our model A1R PAMs (1–5), it was selected as the 
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common bound agonist in our A1R models Figure 3(A). For our studies of the A2AR 

selective PAM 8, docking was performed using the thermostabilized A2AR crystal structure 

bound with the selective agonist CGS21680 (4UG2.pdb)35, which was utilized in the 

experimental characterization of 8.47

In other studies of the A3R selective PAMs, the allosteric modulation activity of 9 has been 

studied as a function of several A3R agonists and agonist radioligands of varying molecular 

structure.48 In this experimental study, the PAM activity of 9 was characterized using a 

series of four similar agonists (IB-MECA, Cl-IB-MECA, MRS-541, MRS-542) which all 

share a bulky m-iodobenzyl group. This common m-iodobenzyl group represents the largest 

common R-group of the agonists studied that might possibly participate in probe-dependent 

molecular interactions with the PAM binding modes and/or contribute to R-group specific 

enhanced stabilization of the activated state of the receptor. In these studies, 9 was shown to 

have increased PAM activity (Emax) for Cl-IB-MECA and other lower-efficacy agonists 

compared to more modest increases with high-efficacy agonists NECA, which does not 

share the bulky m-iodobenzyl group.48 As the agonist Cl-IB-MECA was one of the most 

commonly used agonist in functional studies and shows significant agonist-dependent PAM 

activity of 9 for A3R, we decided that it should be used as a reference ligand for docking of 

9 and 10. However in practice, less atom clashes modeling into the homology models were 

produced using the very similar ligand, MRS-542, which shares the identical m-iodobenzyl 

group. The m-iodobenzyl group protrudes out of the orthosteric binding site Figure 3(C) and 

may form interactions with allosteric modulators as seen for the A2AR PAM 8 and agonist 

[3H]CGS21680 shown in Figure 3(B). For our goal of modeling PAMs onto the complex of 

the most relevant reference agonist, there should be no difference in using MRS-542 

compared to Cl-IB-MECA, as the major difference in chemical structure between the two 

agonists forms interactions deep in the orthosteric pocket, not on the receptor surface. 

Molecular docking of 40 conformations of the agonist MRS-542 into the ensemble of A3R 

models resulted in the identification of a highly populated top-ranked cluster with nearly 

isosteric binding geometry of the adenosine moiety. This top-ranked cluster conformation 

was used to represent the binding mode of the bulky m-iodobenzyl group that is common to 

the series of reference agonists.

In strong contrast to adenosine receptors, in modeling the M1R and M5R receptors, probe 

dependence of different bound agonists was not investigated as the different agonists would 

remain bound in the orthosteric pocket below the closed aromatic “lid” of the receptor, and 

would therefore likely not form direct molecular interactions with the bound PAMs. Based 

on the crystal structure of the bound PAM,16 we assume that significant agonist probe-

dependent molecular effects would likely result in minor conformational changes to the 

active conformation of the receptor itself. Both rigid and flexible receptor molecular docking 

was performed using the M1R and M5R homology models.

Results and Discussion

Adenosine Receptors

Adenosine is a nucleoside signaling molecule that modulates myriad physiological 

processes, with generally cytoprotective actions.49 These include inflammation, 
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vasodilation, angiogenesis, myelination, and dopamine signaling. As a result of these 

properties, adenosine receptor ligands are being investigated for therapeutic uses such as 

multiple sclerosis, COPD, asthma, Parkinson’s disease, and oncology.50 Each adenosine 

subtype has unique pharmacological properties, different levels of tissue distribution, and 

may be implicated in different disease pathologies. Therefore, subtype-selective ligands and 

allosteric modulators are being pursued to minimize off-target effects. PAMs of adenosine 

receptors have shown promise as potential therapeutic agents, particularly in the context of 

tissues actively releasing adenosine in response to acute tissue injury. For example, PAMs of 

A1R have shown protective effects against ischemia reperfusion injury in several relevant 

tissues including the heart and brain, and have shown promise in animal models of 

neuropathic pain.51–55 An A2AR selective PAM was shown to attenuate inflammatory 

responses in a lipopolysaccharide-induced mouse model of inflammation, with implications 

for several chronic inflammatory diseases.56 Lastly, A3R selective PAMs have been 

proposed to be helpful in the treatment of ischemic diseases and other hypoxic conditions 

including angina, myocardial infarction, stroke and cancer.57

A1R—The very first allosteric modulators of A1R were identified more than 20 years ago 

using radioligand binding assays.58,59 Three amino-thiophene compounds, 1 (PD-71,605), 2 
(PD-81,723) and 3 (PD-117,975), were found to increase the binding of agonist radioligands 

and slow the dissociation of radioligands such as the agonist [3H]N6-cyclohexyladenosine. 

Subsequent studies using radiolabeled ligand T-62 similar in structure to 1 have shown that 

these PAMs bind to A1R at a site that is distinct from the orthosteric binding site for 

classical agonists and antagonists. These amino-thiophene compounds (1–5) are classic 
model system A1R selective PAMs and have been characterized by numerous laboratories.60

A previous experimental study of bitopic ligands linking adenosine and a 3,4-dichloral 

derivative 5 (LUF5484) was able to provide significant insight into possible locations of the 

allosteric site.45 In these studies, bitopic ligands were characterized using equilibrium 

radioligand displacement assays with [3H]CCPA, both in the absence and in the presence of 

a model PAM 2. Although the bitopic ligand with a 6 carbon spacer exhibited the greatest 

affinity, bitopic ligand 6 (LUF6258) (with a 9 carbon linker) did not exhibit changes in either 

affinity or potency in the presence of 2, unlike compounds with shorter linkers. The authors 

interpreted the result to be due to bitopic ligand binding simultaneously at both the allosteric 

and orthosteric site. The authors concluded that the allosteric binding site should be within 

close proximity to the orthosteric agonist binding site on the extracellular surface of the 

receptor, possibly on the second extracellular loop (ECL2).45 In our own modeling of the 

bitopic ligand 6 shown in Supplementary Figure 1, a preliminary search of the bitopic 

conformational space was used to create a map of the extracellular surface of the active A1R 

where a PAM might bind. From this map of reference positions, a very thorough search of 

the extracellular conformational surface was performed for each subsequent compound 

investigated (See Methods and Figure 4).

In subsequent docking of PAMs such as 2 (PD-81,723) and 3 (PD-117,975), significant 

attention was placed on sufficient sampling of the entire extracellular surface of the receptor 

to include the most distant possible PAM sites according to the previous preliminary bitopic 
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ligand poses. Figure 4(A) shows the receptor surface covered with top-ranked local 

minimum binding poses of 3 where every pose shown must be a local minimum, within the 

top 5 lowest energy poses from an independent docking trial initiated at 22 different 

reference positions along the receptor surface. In this way, sufficient sampling of the 

extracellular surface of the receptor was achieved, where every pose shown in Figure 4(A) 

effectively represents a local minimum from one thousand docking attempts within an 

individual docking trial. Figure 4(D) is a representation of the energy landscape of the search 

space of 3, mapped onto an (x,y) scatterplot of the coordinates of the thiophene sulfur atom 

of 3 from top-ranked binding poses from independent docking trials sampling the receptor 

surface. Within the top 20 lowest energy poses out of more than 22,000 poses, 50% of top 20 

poses are members of a “top-ranked” cluster with minimal deviation in predicted binding 

geometry shown in Figure 4(B). The top eight members of this cluster all are within 1.5 Å 

RMSD of the lowest energy pose. Statistics from the energy distributions show that the top-

ranked poses from the search are on the order of Z score = −3.2, indicating a sufficient 

discrimination power of the scoring function to separate out the lowest energy solutions 

from the distribution of poses sampled on the receptor surface. Reasonable discrimination 

from the rest of the energy distribution, and tight conformational clustering (< 2.0 Å RMSD) 

of the top-ranked poses shown in Figures 4(D–F), provides confidence that, given our 

scoring function, this is the best prediction of ligand geometry.

Figure 4(B) shows the top-ranked consensus binding pose for 3 and (Supplementary Figure 

2.) shows this pose in comparison to four other representative “hot-spots” on the 

extracellular receptor surface, where other low-energy poses and clusters of poses were 

identified. One of the hot-spots shown highlighted with an orange circle (Supplementary 

Figure 2.) is in the proximity to a ECL2 binding mode for 2 and structurally related PAMs 

that were recently predicted by Abagyan, Yeager and colleagues.32 The hot-spot circled in 

purple is in reasonable agreement with the model for 6 presented by the authors of the 

bitopic ligand study.45 Based on orientation and linker length, this result is logical. Yet, 

despite significant sampling in the proximity of these hot-spots, our consensus top-ranked 

binding mode is much more favorable in predicted free energy according to the LIE (Rdie) 

and LIE (GBMV) CHARMM-based scoring function (See Methods). Lastly, a binding pose 

between TM1 and TM7 was also found to be a common hot-spot and is highlighted with a 

red circle. This site has been observed to bind lipid and fatty acid like ligands such as 

(2S)-2,3-dihydroxypropyl (7Z)-tetradec-7-enoate in several GPCR structures such as 

β2AR,61,62 and has also been thought of as a possible site responsible for allosteric 

modulation by other endogenous lipids. In our studies of several other diverse PAM 

structural classes, some specific ligands form quite reasonable hydrophobic and “shape-

fitting” complementary interactions with this site. We acknowledge that the implicit solvent 

model methodology currently used in our methods may be insufficient and/or somewhat 

inappropriate to evaluate ligand binding at this site rigorously, particularly in comparison to 

the other sites explored which should be modeled reasonably well using our current 

methods. Exploration of ligand binding to this specific site (between TM1 and TM7), may 

require more specific knowledge of receptor-receptor and receptor-lipid-PAM interactions, 

and explicit all-atom modeling of the membrane environment that is beyond the current 

scope of this work. From our extensive rigid receptor sampling of 3, we found that all of the 
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lowest-energy poses, including our top-ranked cluster, involved specific interactions with 

ECL2 residues. Results from flexible receptor docking corroborated these observation of 

important specific hydrophilic interactions with ECL2 residues Figure 7 (E,F). The rigid 

receptor and flexible receptor binding modes of 3 and 4 modeled in complex with agonist 

radioligand [3H]CCPA, shown in Figure 5(A), Figure 6(E,F) and Figure 7(E,F) demonstrates 

specific protein-ligand interactions that are in agreement with compound derivative SAR 

data demonstrating that any modification of the amino group or the carbonyl group of the 

thiophene ring abrogates PAM activity.57,58

This has been widely interpreted to infer that these groups participate in direct hydrogen 

bonding or electrostatic interactions with the receptor. In the consensus binding mode, the 

amino group or the carbonyl group of the thiophene ring participate in strong protein-ligand 

interactions. Larger R-group substituents at the 4 and 5 positions of the thiophene ring were 

well tolerated in SAR studies.57,58 Compound 4 is a structurally-related derivative of 3 that 

has been shown to have increased PAM activity (~7 fold increase in Bmax) compared to 2 in 

competition assays with the radioligand [3H]CCPA.63 In comparing the predicted binding 

mode of 3 and 4, the R-group extension leading to improved potency is rationalized by 

complementary hydrophobic interactions with the hydrophobic patch on the receptor surface 

shown in Figure 5 (A).

The binding mode for 3, shown in Figure 6(E), demonstrates electrostatic interactions that 

are strong determinants of molecular binding geometry. The amino group of the thiophene 

forms strong electrostatic interactions with the carboxylic acid side chain of residues E170 

and E172 and the carbonyl group of the thiophene forms strong electrostatic interaction with 

the NZ primary amine of residue K173. These two strong electrostatic interactions are 

formed directly below the indole side chain of W156 in both rigid receptor and flexible 

receptor top-ranked poses, providing a partially buried environment for these important 

interactions. The overall binding mode of the PAM forms strong protein-ligand electrostatic 

interactions to stabilize the ECL2 loop conformation, yet also forms hydrophobic and 

electrostatic contacts with TM6 (res:T257, A258) and the ECL3 loop between TM6 and 

TM7 (res:P261, H264, P266). The charged tertiary amine of 3 and 4 is within proximity to 

form electrostatic interactions with both E172 and E153. The PAM sits on the extracellular 

surface of the receptor, on top of a strong electrostatic interaction (a salt-bridge) between the 

imidazole side chain of H264 (TM6) and the carboxylic acid side chain of E172 (ECL2). 

Interestingly, the hydrophobic cyclopentyl group of the agonist radioligand [3H]CCPA sits in 

a very favorable hydrophobic pocket buried directly below this salt-bridge residue pair H264 

(TM6) and E172 (ECL2) shown in Figure 7(B). The carboxylic acid of E172 also forms a 

strong electrostatic interaction with the amino group of the [3H]CCPA ligand. For A2AR, it 

has been shown that disruption of the analogous extracellular salt bridge above the 

orthosteric binding pocket accelerates the dissociation of ligands from A2AR, while 

stabilization slows it.64 In A2AR, this salt bridge is part of a “triad” of hydrogen bonding 

interactions that acts as a “cap” over the orthosteric site, preventing influx of water into the 

receptor that accelerates dissociation.64 This “cap” characteristic is also found in other 

GPCRs, such as the muscarinic receptors. M2R and M3R both share an analogous network 

of residues that buffer the orthosteric site from water.16 The β2-adrenergic receptor has an 
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analogous salt bridge on the extracellular surface that has been implicated in receptor 

activation.65

We propose that the predicted binding mode for 4 shown in Figure 5(A) offers two 

mechanisms to rationalize slow dissociation kinetics of agonist radioligands such as 

[3H]CCPA by (1) forming new specific protein-ligand interactions connecting ECL2 loop to 

the ECL3 loop, thus stabilizing the overall receptor conformation via multiple topological 

points of contact and (2) by PAM ligand atom density in direct contact with the salt bridge 

pair and effectively being a “cap” over an electrostatic side chain conformational change 

required for radioligand [3H]CCPA dissociation.

While this manuscript was in review, to comprehensively investigate the differences between 

our docking modes and that of Kennedy et al,32 we performed additional targeted flexible 

docking for 3 and 4 into A1R in an attempt to recapitulate similar induced-fit low energy 

binding modes.32 While we were able to obtain a similar induced binding pocket in the 

ECL2 region using a flexible receptor approach, this binding mode was predicted to have 

less-favorable energy compared to flexible docking poses in the extracellular region that 

were similar to those obtained with a rigid docking methodology (Supplementary Figure 5.). 

Our best flexible receptor docking poses were on the order of 4.3 Å and 4.8 Å for 3 and 4 
respectively from the rigid receptor results (Figure 7). For homology models, this is not bad 

in comparison to the best flexible receptor docking poses for 8 docking to A2AR modeled 

from the crystal structure of the A2AR selective agonist CGS21680 (4UG2.pdb).33 

Presumably the closer agreement (3.6 Å) between the rigid and flexible receptor results for 

A2AR compared to A1R were that the complexes for A2AR were built from crystal structures 

in complex with the reference agonist, rather than from homology models. While this 

manuscript was in review, a paper by Nguyen et al.66 was published that investigated the 

effects of alanine-scanning mutagenesis and radioligand binding assays to determine their 

influence on allosteric ligand affinity, cooperativity, and efficacy of PAMs PD-81,723 and 

VCP171 on A1R.66 The authors hypothesized that the allosteric site is most likely located 

within a hydrogen bonding network within the extracellular vestibule.66 This binding site is 

analogous to the allosteric binding site observed in the activated M2R crystal structure in 

complex with iperoxo and PAM LY2119620. Our results from both flexible and rigid 

receptor docking demonstrate that A1R PAMs also bind in this extracellular vestibule 

utilizing important interactions with E172 and K173. In the new paper by Nguyen et al., 

residues E172 and K173 were experimentally verified to mediate PAM activity of 

PD-81,723 and VCP171 for A1R in agreement with our models.66 In addition, W156A was 

found to not affect allosteric ligand affinity, but did, probe-dependently, reduce 

cooperativity.66

A2AR—In a study of a chemical series of adenine and 8-azaadenine derivatives, A1R PAM 

compound 7 was selective for A1R, while 8 was identified as a PAM with improved 

selectivity for A2AR.47 Compound 8 was found to act as a PAM in A2AR in equilibrium 

displacement studies using both radioligand [3H]ZM241385 and [3H]CGS21680. 

Compound 8 was also shown to act as a PAM of agonist CGS21680 in functional assays. 

This is also an ideal model PAM for our molecular docking studies as a crystal structure of 

A2AR bound to it had recently been solved.35 Molecular docking results for this receptor 
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highlight the importance of modeling PAM binding to the receptor in the presence of the 

experimentally relevant radioligand, as shown in Figure 3(B). In all of the lowest energy 

poses of compound 8, the aryl urea group forms favorable electrostatic interactions with the 

charged carboxylic acid of the reference agonist CGS21680 that protrudes from the agonist 

pocket out of the receptor surface Figure 5(B) and Figure 6(A). This binding mode may 

explain why the urea functional group was favorable for PAM activity in R-group 

modifications. The carbonyl group of the aryl urea also forms an electrostatic interaction 

with K153. In 8 a longer and bulkier group containing the urea linkage was found to 

enhance A2AR PAM activity in comparison to 7, where smaller para nitro and para amino 

group derivatives retained greater activity for A1R.47 It is not immediately apparent as to 

why the para amino N6 derivative is more selective for A1R. In the predicted binding mode, 

the [1,2,3]triazolo-pyrimidin-7-amine core of 8 forms several electrostatic interactions with 

ECL2 residues shown in Figure 5(A). The 7-amino group (aryl amine) of the core forms 

complementary electrostatic interactions with E169 where the dipole of the aryl amine group 

is nicely accommodated by close proximity to the residue pairs. The 5-phenyl substituent of 

8 is contained by a shallow hydrophobic pocket on the surface formed by three residues 

(M174, F257, P260) from TM5 and TM6. Similar to our A1R binding mode for 3, the PAM 

[1,2,3]triazolo-pyrimidin-7-amine core of 8 was found to sit directly on the A2AR 

extracellular surface on top of the salt bridge of H264 (TM6) and E169 (ECL2). In the 

crystal structure of the agonist CGS21680, E169 also forms very strong electrostatic 

interactions with the 7-amino group of the adenosine agonist. Therefore, similar to our 

proposed PAM binding mode for A1R, for A2AR the dissociation of [3H]CGS21680 in the 

presence of 8 will require a side chain rearrangement at least involving the E169 side chain.

A3R—The first selective A3R PAMs were several 3-(2-pyridinyl)isoquinoline derivatives of 

the prototype PAM, VUF-5455, that slowed the dissociation of the agonist radioligand 

[125I]-AB-MECA.67,68 In a subsequent study of structural modifications of VUF-5455 and 

DU-124183, the compound 9 (LUF6000), exhibited the greatest PAM activity of the series 

using the agonist Cl-IB-MECA.48,69 A structurally similar quinoline derivative 10 
(LUF6096) with similar cyclohexyl and 3,4-dichloral-phenyl R-group substitutions was also 

identified as the most potent PAM in a series of derivatives with minimal orthosteric site 

binding.70 Therefore, we selected 9 and 10 as our model system A3R PAMs to focus on, 

utilizing molecular docking to predict the allosteric binding site.

The observed consensus binding mode for 9 in complex with MRS-542 is shown in Figure 

6(B). The binding interaction specificity appears to be strongly determined by burial of the 

hydrophobic surface and by hydrophobic shape complementarity of the rigid tricyclic ring 

and the 2-position cyclohexyl group. The cyclohexyl group binds to a large hydrophobic 

patch of the extracellular A3R surface defined by residues V169, I253, V256. In our model, 

the protonated imidazole nitrogen in the tricyclic ring, the electropositive NH hydrogen, is in 

the vicinity of E258 from top of TM6. Although not close enough to hydrogen bond, water-

mediated hydrogen bonds may be possible. The hydrophobic surface formed by residues 

V169, M174, I253 and V256 in the A3R receptor is different compared to the A1R and 

A2AR structures. In our binding mode, these extensive residue differences may account for 

the selectivity of 9 for PAM activity at A3R. In this binding mode, the 4-amino aryl amine 
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NH group of 9 has its dipole oriented towards the receptor hydroxyl groups in close 

proximity, provided by S170, which is closely interacting with E156. Interestingly, in the 

majority of low-energy poses from flexible docking, the 4-amino group is oriented towards 

the more hydrophilic residues of ECL2, and the third aromatic ring of the tricyclic structure 

is more oriented towards I253 (TM6). The 3,4-dichloral-phenyl group is oriented to form 

interactions involving the ECL2 and TM5 residues R173 and M174 Fig 7(B) and 

Supplemental Fig 3(B).

The salt bridge described in A1R (H264, E172) and A2AR (H264, E169) does not exist in the 

A3R structure, due to glutamate being replaced by valine. This is one of many sequence 

differences that result in a more hydrophobic extracellular receptor surface for A3R. As 

A2AR residue H264 becomes E258 in the A3R models, this E258 residue extends out into 

solvent rather than being buried in the exact location of the H264 residue in A2AR. This was 

the case for the E258 conformation in all of the models built by Modeller from all template 

pdb files (2YDO.pdb, 3QAK.pdb, 4UG2.pdb, 3EML.pdb)19,32–34. This can be rationalized 

in two ways. First, there is a minor change in backbone conformation. Secondly, in the A3R 

structure, the environment where the A2AR H264 imidazole side chain is buried is a very 

hydrophobic environment (V159, L164, I149, I253) in the A3R structure, and there are no 

complementary electrostatic or polar interactions for the E258 side chain carboxylic acid. In 

the study where 9 was identified as having increased PAM activity in both radioligand 

dissociation and functional assays (Cl-IB-MECA), SARs were determined at both the 4-

amino and the 2-positions. A 3,4-dichloro-phenyl was found to be optimal at the 4-amino 

position and a cyclohexyl group was found to be optimal at the 2-position. SAR studies 

revealed that, while keeping the 2-position fixed as a cyclopentyl group, varying the 4-amino 

position favored the 3,4 dichloro-phenyl, particularly in comparison with fused indoles, 

indazoles, and more hydrophobic 2,3-dihydro-1H-indenes.69 In a similar way, when the 

optimal 3,4-dichloro-phenyl was fixed at the 4-amino position, the 2-position cyclohexyl 

was most favorable, and smaller groups (hydrogen) or an aromatic furan ring, were found to 

have the lowest PAM activity and were the least favorable. Our binding modes seem to be in 

reasonable agreement with these SAR observations. The cyclohexyl group appears more 

favorable on the flat hydrophobic surface (V169, I253, V256) than a furan or certainly a 

hydrogen would be. In our binding model, the 3,4-dichloro-phenyl group is participating in 

interactions with the R173 and M174 side chains. Although these interactions do not 

immediately rationalize all SAR substitutions, the model does provide evidence for specific 

interactions that may reasonably have an effect on SAR variants such as the fused ring 

substituents that were found to reduce activity compared to the 3,4-dichloro-phenyl groups.

We also performed docking of model A3R PAMs 9 and 10 into A3R models in complex with 

endogenous agonist adenosine only (rather than the bulkier agonists Cl-IB-MECA and 

MRS-542). Results in the absence of the bulkier m-iodobenzyl group show that both 9 and 

10 may be able to bind slightly deeper into the orthosteric pocket and effectively form a 

“capping” interaction with the endogenous agonist. Our top-ranked poses for 9 and 10 both 

bind with the 3,4-dichloro-phenyl pointed “down” deeper in the agonist pocket, while the 

cyclohexyl group remained in contact with the hydrophobic patch (data not shown). Our top-

ranked binding poses in complex with endogenous adenosine were similar to results from 
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another recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study where 9 (LUF6000) was shown 

to act as a cap over the orthosteric site of A3R.33 In that study, LUF6000 transiently 

complexed to a meta-binding site located in the ECL2 region before descending deeper into 

the receptor. Similar results were seen with 10 (LUF6096).70 Predicted CHARMM-based 

LIE (GBMV) free energies suggest that these “capping” interaction binding modes should 

be more thermodynamically favorable even compared to the consensus binding modes of 9 
and 10 in the presence of the bulkier agonists Cl-IB-MECA and MRS-542.

In cyclic AMP functional assays, for PAM 9 the maximum enhancement of the efficacy of 

the full agonist NECA was only 16%, where it was shown to be 50% for Cl-IB-MECA, over 

200% for other partial agonists, and 300% of control for the efficacy of endogenous partial 

agonist inosine.71 To investigate the molecular basis for this observation, we also performed 

docking of 9 into A3R models in complex with inosine (rather than the bulkier agonist Cl-

IB-MECA). Shown in Supplementary Figure 6, 9 was predicted to bind in a “capping” 

interaction binding mode with favorable hydrophobic interactions at the top of the agonist 

pocket, where the indole hydrogen of 9 forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl group of 

the agonist inosine. This specific and complementary interaction between the molecular 

structure of the agonist and the bound PAM demonstrates a reasonable model for the 

molecular basis of agonist probe-dependent PAM activity, similar to our findings for the 

A2AR selective PAM 8, where the aryl urea group forms favorable electrostatic interactions 

with the charged carboxylic acid of the reference agonist CGS21680 shown in Figure 5(B). 

The strong PAM activity of 9 for the endogenous partial agonist inosine in comparison to 

adenosine is relevant to the potential therapeutic use of 9, as the concentration of inosine and 

adenosine increase approximately 30 fold in the brain and in the heart under ischemic 

conditions.72 As inosine itself was found to reduce ischemic brain injury in rats through an 

A3R dependent mechanism,73 the increased PAM activity of 9 for inosine in comparison to 

adenosine should be very relevant to the in vivo mechanism of action of 9.

Muscarinic Receptors

The muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (M1-M5) have an important role in parasympathetic 

neurotransmission and in the regulation of several major physiological processes such as 

cardiac inotropy/chronotropy, smooth muscle contraction and glandular secretion.74 

Traditional orthosteric antagonists are a major class of FDA approved drugs used for treating 

a variety of conditions, including COPD, urinary incontinence, urinary bladder spasms, and 

Parkinson’s disease.75,76 However, the vast majority of the traditional muscarinic agonist 

and antagonists lack sufficient selectivity for any one specific muscarinic receptor, often 

resulting in undesirable side effects in specific tissues.77 The recent discovery of subtype 

selective muscarinic receptor PAMs offers new possibilities for exploring the pharmacology 

and the potential therapeutic use of selective muscarinic receptor modulators.78

M1R—As investigational drugs, M1R selective agonists and PAMs have been investigated as 

potential cognition-enhancing agents for improving the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease.79 

M1R knockout mice show cognitive deficits,80,81 and some compounds that activate M1R 

have shown improvements in cognitive effects in preclinical work.82–84 However, these 

results were all limited due to non-selective side effects. Even the current standard of care 
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for Alzheimer’s disease, acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, result in limiting gastrointestinal 

side effects from non-selective activation of nicotinic and muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptors. Several recent studies of the Merck M1R PAM candidate 12 (PQCA) in rodent 

and primate cognition animal models,85 have shown promising improvements in cognition 

with the absence of gastrointestinal side effects.86,87 On the other hand, recent preclinical 

studies by Pfizer on their M1R PAM preclinical candidate PF-06767832, which exhibits 

optimal physicochemical properties as a CNS drug, have shown that selective M1R 

activation may still result in adverse cholinergic gastrointestinal and cardiovascular side 

effects.8 More clinical research in this area is needed to ultimately determine if M1R 

selective PAMs will be a successful therapeutic strategy. Recent work has also established 

preliminary proof-of-concept that an M1R or dual M1R / M4R selective agonist,88,89 or PAM 

may be effective in the treatment of drug addiction,90,91 or schizophrenia with a “dopamine 

hypersensitivity phenotype”.92–94 Several classes of M1R PAMs have been characterized 

that are structurally distinct from LY2119620. Figure 8. shows all the muscarinic receptor 

PAMs and NAMs used in this study. Our results in this study show that the diverse 

chemotypes of M1R PAMs bind in very reasonable isosteric modes compared to the crystal 

structure of M2R PAM LY2119620,16 exhibiting partial overlap of some specific functional 

group pharmacophore features, suggesting a common mechanism of PAM binding to 

stabilize the active conformation of the receptor. Interestingly, while there was reasonable 

similarity in our results for rigid receptor docking and flexible receptor docking for the 

adenosine receptor PAMs, the flexible receptor results for the M1R receptor were in greater 

consensus agreement with experimental data from mutation studies and SAR studies. Thus, 

for clarity only flexible receptor results will be presented for M1R and M5R. In retrospect, 

the comparison of rigid docking to flexible receptor docking showed that minor deviations in 

backbone conformation were required to adequately identify consensus low-energy poses 

that are in superior agreement with experimental observations to date.

11 (BQCA) is a model M1R PAM that has been the subject of numerous studies and 

investigations.95 We investigated a potent derivative, 12 (PQCA).95 The top-ranked binding 

mode for 12 predicted from flexible receptor docking is shown in Figure 9(A). The 

carboxylic acid group interacts with lysine K392 (where the PAM is under the hydrophobic 

part of the K392 side chain) and the lysine is forming another salt-bridge-like electrostatic 

interaction with residue Y179 (ECL2). The carboxylic acid is interacting with both Y179 

and K392, which form a salt bridge above the ligand, which is presumably important in 

stabilizing the active conformational state of the receptor. The binding mode of 12 is also 

compared to the reference M2R PAM LY2119620 in Figure 9(A). The carboxylic acid group 

of 12 forms an important protein-ligand interaction, where the orientation of the carboxylic 

acid is analogous to the ether of LY2119620 bound to M2R, where the ether oxygen atom of 

LY2119620 is 3.3 Å from the amide nitrogen atom (ND2) of residue N410 of M2R.16 In 

M1R, the equivalent residue of N410 is S388 where the shorter serine side chain is unable to 

interact with the PAM carboxylic acid of 12. Instead, a very important interaction is formed 

to the primary amine of the K392, which interacts with Y179 as mentioned above.

Very detailed mutational studies have been performed to map the M1R binding site of 

11.96,97 Our predicted binding modes for 12, a potent derivative, are in agreement with data 
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for residues that perturb 11 receptor affinity and PAM activity. Residues Y179 and W400 

form the most important contacts with all of our predicted binding modes for 12, in 

agreement with the observation that they had the greatest effect in abrogating binding and 

PAM activity of 11. 12 also forms close contact with Y106, Y157, Y381, which are other 

residues where mutation was found to diminish PAM activity.96,97 The predicted bound 

conformation of 12 also has minimal contact with residues E397 or E401, and forms no 

strong or complimentary protein-ligand interactions with these residues. This is also in 

agreement with the observation that mutation of these residues does not affect binding of 

11. 96,97

Our predicted modes for 12 are also in agreement with the experimental observation that 

mutation of Y82 and Y85 do not affect 11 binding, but result in a 10-fold loss of affinity for 

17.85 Isosteric changes to the carboxylic acid group of 11 and 12 have shown reductions in 

PAM activity and binding.98 We conclude that our binding mode is also in agreement with 

these observations from the SAR.98 In the binding mode for 12, the carboxylic acid forms 

favorable electrostatic interactions with Y179 and K392, which form a salt bridge above the 

PAM. These side chains are requisite for ligand dissociation and by interacting with these 

side chains, we provide a mechanism to explain slower radioligand dissociation kinetics. 

The crystal structure of LY2119620 bound to the iperoxo M2R complex itself provides 

strong structural evidence for such a molecular interpretation. However, modeling of these 

PAM chemotypes to various receptors has broadened this observation to several specific 

PAM-receptor interactions.

As shown in Figure 9(C), the binding mode of 14 shows similar hydrophobic interactions as 

17, with the methyl-hydroxybenzimidazole in a deep hydrophobic region bound by L102 

and W101. Additionally, the morpholine group forms close hydrophobic interactions with 

the Y85 and L86 side chains, interactions that are also seen with the cyclohexanol groups of 

17, 18, and 19.99,100 This site, featuring Y85 and L86, was frequently seen as a binding site 

for the hydrophobic moieties on allosteric modulators in this study. The carbonyl group of 

14 forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone peptide bond amide of E397, which also 

brings the side chain of E397 in closer proximity to the side chain of Q177.

17 was found to exhibit a 50-fold improvement in affinity for the same allosteric site as 11 
while retaining a similar level of positive cooperativity with acetylcholine.96 Our binding 

mode for 17 was found to be in good agreement with LY2119620, as shown in Figure 9(B). 

The pyrazole on 17 was shown to form a ring stack with Y179 without breaking Y179’s 

electrostatic interaction with K392. The docking also showed the ligand’s cyclohexanol 

group forming a hydrogen bond to E397. Additionally, the residues I180, L102, W101, L86, 

and the hydrophobic tail of E401 formed a hydrophobic pocket that interacted mainly with 

the tricyclic ring and cyclohexyl group of 17, similar to the binding of the methyl-

hydroxybenzimidazole of 14. The methyl-pyrazole-pyridine moiety of 17 is underneath, and 

interacting with a hydrogen bond network formed by Y179, K392, and S184. These 

observations and the docking pose for 17 seem to be in good agreement with another 

docking and mutational study.96
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Figure 10(A,B) shows two predicted binding modes for 13. The binding pose shown in 

Figure 10(A), which was found to be the lowest energy conformation is similar to that of a 

docking poses reported from the group who identified the molecule.95 This binding mode 

for 13 is also similar to our prediction for compound 14, with the carbonyls of 13 in the 

same region as that of 14. Like 17, there is ring-stacking interactions with W400. The 

methyl-phenyl-pyrazole region wraps around the hydrophobic portion of E397, into the 

hydrophobic site formed by L86 and Y85, as was seen with 14. The second binding mode, 

which was only slightly lower in energy, shown in Figure 10(B), shows a “flipped” 

conformation, with the carbonyl of the isatin-like group interacting with E397 and Y85. The 

benzene region of this group is interacting with what the pyrazole region was formerly 

interacting with: the L86, Y85 hydrophobic site. The pyrazole region of this second binding 

mode goes deep into the hydrophobic binding region formed by L102, I180, and W101.

Compound 15 is an optimized derivative of truncations of 16, aimed at showing what 

substituents were more important for activity.95 The binding mode for 15, is very similar to 

that of the compound 13 second binding pose, as shown in Figure 10(B). The carbonyl of 13 
hydrogen bonds with T398, and with the pyrazole region going into the deep hydrophobic 

region mentioned earlier. The fluoro-benzene forms extensive pi-pi interactions with W400, 

Y85, and Y179. The predicted binding mode of 18 shown in Figure 9(C) shares similarities 

with the earlier compounds. The methyl-phenyl-pyrazole portion binds similarly to that of 

17, forming ring stacking interactions with W400, and Y179, underneath a salt bridge 

formed by K392 and Y179. The ether group of these compounds is bound deep in the 

hydrophobic pocket formed by L102, I180, and W101. It also forms additional pi-pi 

interactions with Y85. The cyclohexanol of 18 has hydrophobic interactions with L86, as 

well as a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl backbone of G89. The binding mode of 19, 
shown in Figure 9(B), forms very similar interactions as 18, with some minor, but significant 

differences. Like 18, the methyl-phenyl-pyrazole region binds underneath a salt bridge (in 

this case formed by K392 and Y179) with ring stacking interactions with W400 and 

Y179.99,100 The oxygen of the diphenyl ether forms an electrostatic interaction with Q177, 

breaking a salt bridge that is seen with E397, possibly contributing to the “capping” function 

of PAM 19. E397 is instead interacting with the cyclohexanol, forming a hydrogen bond. 

The superpositions of these diverse chemotypes and their literature-associated SAR, 

suggests that the most important pharmacophores for potent PAM activity is the (1) R-group 

of hydrophobic fused rings (interactions with Y82, W101, L102, I180, L86), (2) R-groups 

with electrostatic interactions with K392 and Y179 salt-bridge residues, as well as those that 

may affect the salt bridge of Q177 and E397, and (3) ring stacking with aromatic residues 

along the extracellular vestibule, such as W400 and Y179.

M5R—M5R knockout mice models suggest that selective M5R antagonists or selective 

NAMs have reasonable proof-of-concept potential for treating addiction.101 For the M5R we 

compared the docking the M5R selective NAM 20 (ML-375) and the M5R selective PAM 21 
(ML-380). PAM 21 bound to the M5R in a very similar mode, shown in Figure 11(B) to the 

other M1R PAMs initially shown in Figure 9 and 10. In superposition of the binding modes 

of 21 and 17 shown in Figure 11(E), similarities are seen in the location of the tricyclic 
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groups of 21 and 17. There is also similar ligand density in the location of the di-

fluorobenzene and the cyclohexanol group.

The trifluoromethyl-phenyl group of 21 binds in the same mode as that of the methyl-

hydroxybenzimidazole. The sulfonamide forms strong electrostatic interactions with R95 

and K470 which can should contribute to the stability of the PAM-bound complex. While 

PAM 21 was predicted to bind to M5R in a mode that is very similar and analogous to the 

other M1R PAMs chemotypes, NAM 20 was found to bind in different mode that is not 

exactly isosteric with other M1R PAMs or 21. These binding modes are shown in Figure 11 

(A,C,F), illustrating how 20 binds in the same common allosteric pocket, but displays a 

unique mode of binding that may account for NAM-specific activity.

The p-chloro-benzene moiety of 20, uniquely, has no overlap with 21, suggesting that the 

activity of this moiety may contribute specifically to NAM activity. The p-chloro-benzene 

participates in ring stacking interactions with Y87 and Y90. The p-chloro-benzene disrupts a 

Y87 mediated hydrogen bond that is normally found in all M1 and M5 PAM-bound 

structures observed. In both the crystal structure of M3R bound to the antagonist tiotropium 

and in molecular dynamics simulations by the authors the conformation of (F124 in M3, 

Y80 in M2, and Y87 in our M5 models) was found to be very important as it directly 

interacts with TM7 and influences TM7 conformation and residue Y529 M3R of the 

Tyrosine lid.28 Interestingly, residues in the Y87 position have been implicated in side chain 

mediated conformational changes linked to the functional activation and selective ligand 

binding to M3R F124A,28,102 and M1R Y82A mutant.103,104 We speculate that the specific 

induced-fit conformational changes involving the equivalent M5R residues Y87 (M1R Y82) 

and Y481 (M1R Y404) residues that form direct contacts with the bound NAM p-chloro-

benzene functional group, may provide a structural explanation as to how M5R selective 

NAM is able to preferentially stabilize inactivated conformational states compared to PAMs.

Gentry et al. determined that the (S)-enantiomer of this 20 functions as a NAM, but the (R)-

enantiomer is inactive, suggesting that this site is critical to NAM activity.105 This study 

determined that the SAR is quite shallow, and that there was a cooperative relationship 

between benzamide and phenyl substituents. However, the chlorine substituent was 

universally more active than the other replacements (methyl, fluoro). The unique induced-fit 

conformational change in our models involving M5R residue Y87 that directly contacts the 

NAM p-chloro-benzene, may explain NAM activity. A very recent experimental study 

suggests that the PAM 21 binding site does overlap with the NAM 20 site in M5R, as the 

NAM 20 was found to compete with the PAM activity of 21.106 Both of our proposed 

binding modes are consistent with this experimental observation,106 and illustrate how a 

NAM and PAM may bind in a way that they share two of 3-point pharmacophore 

interactions within the same overlapping binding site, while the difference in the binding 

interaction of the NAM (p-chlorobenzene) may be responsible for NAM activity.

Other recent computational investigations using MD simulations have simulated binding of 

PAMs and NAMs to M2R and hypothesized that two mechanisms contributed to allosteric 

modulator effect.27 The first was electrostatic repulsion between ligand and modulator, with 

repulsion leading to negative modulation. The second mechanism found was a coupling of 
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the two sites to influence each other’s shape, with PAMs keeping the receptor in a state more 

amenable to orthosteric binding of the affected ligand. 27 As NAM 20 does not exhibit an 

overall positive charge (both nitrogens are neutral tertiary amides) the proposed electrostatic 

repulsion mechanism does not seem to be applicable to NAM 20. Our predicted NAM 20 
binding mode utilizes binding interactions that are distinct from the binding of PAM 21. It is 

reasonable to expect that these different NAM/PAM binding modes should stabilize different 

conformational states of the receptor, as the extracellular surface of the receptor may 

partially collapse in response to bound small-molecule NAMs and PAMs, resulting in the 

corresponding modulation of receptor activity.

Conclusions

The results of our study demonstrate that there were several major similarities between the 

results of rigid and flexible receptor docking. There was a greater similarity in results for the 

adenosine receptors, and this may be due to the majority of the PAM ligand density still 

located on the extracellular surface. In the comparison for the M1R, it was clear that the 

flexible receptor results were in better agreement with experimental observations. We 

suspect that the reason for this difference is likely due to M1R PAMs binding deeper into the 

extracellular surface, which requires minor backbone conformational changes. In addition, 

interesting conclusions may also be drawn from comparing the predicted 3D conformations 

of tricyclic muscarinic receptor PAMs and tricyclic adenosine receptor PAMs. In results for 

docking of 9 (LUF6000) to endogenous adenosine-bound A3R and for endogenous inosine, 

the tricyclic core does not always bind on top of the surface as it does in complex with 

MRS-542 with the bulky m-iodobenzyl R-group, summarized in Supplementary Figure 5. 

These proposed “capping” interaction binding modes for 9 and 10 in the presence of 

endogenous agonists are more related in 3D conformational space to the bound 

conformation of M1R PAM tricyclics. Figure 12 shows 17 (Benzoquinazolinone 12) and 16 
(DBPQ) compared to A3R tricyclic 9 (LUF6000) and quinazoline 10 (LUF6096). This 

2D/3D structural comparison may illuminate previously unrecognized and unappreciated 2D 

structural similarities between these related PAM chemotypes for the adenosine and 

muscarinic receptors. These types of structural insights into PAM binding are informative 

for the design of enriched libraries of small-molecules that may exhibit PAM activity at 

similar receptors.

In this study we extend recent structural insights from the recently solved crystal structure of 

M2R in complex with a bound PAM. Results over a series of well-characterized model 

system PAMs for adenosine receptors (A1R, A2AR, A3R) and muscarinic receptors (M1R, 

M5R) provide a reasonably clear molecular picture of how small-molecules PAMs bind to 

and stabilize agonist-bound conformational states. Our docking results for several 

structurally related chemotypes such as 3 (PD-117,975) and 9 (LUF6000) binding to 

different adenosine receptor subtypes showed remarkable similarities in the lowest free 

energy binding region identified, as well as the specific protein-ligand interactions of related 

pharmacophore groups. Using both a rigid receptor model and flexible receptor model to 

compare related series, there is a clear consensus in what is the most reasonable low-energy 

location for PAM binding, which is utilizing residues from both ECL2 and ECL3. A 

comparison of the rigid receptor and flexible receptor results are shown in Figure 7. All of 
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the adenosine receptor PAMs were predicted to have important electrostatic polar 

interactions with residues in ECL2, while having favorable hydrophobic contacts with 

residues from ECL3. This was not necessarily expected prior to docking the PAMs, as there 

are possibilities for hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions with both ECL2 and ECL3. 

Thermodynamically favorable “capping” interactions such as those proposed for 9 bound to 

A3R in complex with inosine may rationalize large probe-dependent increases in PAM 

activity for specific agonists (300% of control for the efficacy of inosine).71

A weakness of the methodology employed by our study is that we were unable to adequately 

evaluate the possibility of binding modes in other regions of the GPCR, particularly as the 

TM1/TM7 domain. Both rigid and flexible receptor approaches utilized within this study 

suggest that the PAM binding modes we present that interact between ECL2 and ECL3 are 

more favorable than modes between TM1/TM7. A more rigorous exploration of ligand 

binding at this site should be explored in future studies. Although the vast majority of 

experimentally identified PAMs discovered to date have been shown to bind to the 

extracellular vestibule of the adenosine and muscarinic receptors, this does not exclude the 

possibility that other PAMs discovered in the future may bind to other regions of a GPCR.

The proposed binding modes provide a structural rationalization of how PAMs for each 

receptor may slow specific agonist radioligand dissociation kinetics. PAM ligand binding 

may form direct molecular interactions with the agonists as predicted for some specific 

adenosine receptor PAMs. On the other hand, a common mechanism to both the adenosine 

and muscarinic receptors is through PAM binding with direct molecular interaction with 

specific residue side chains that are involved in necessary side-chain rearrangements 

required for agonist ligand dissociation. Namely, (1) the adenosine receptors (A1R, A2AR) 

PAMs were predicted to interact directly with the specific salt bridge residue pairs that have 

been implicated in ligand dissociation kinetics,63,64 and (2) muscarinic receptors PAMs may 

form direct molecular interaction with analogous salt bridge residues, such as 12 shown in 

Figure 9(A), where the carboxylic acid group interacts with lysine K392, forming a salt-

bridge electrostatic interaction with residue Y179 (ECL2). Induced fit docking results also 

show that compounds 13, 14 and 19 may also bind and induce new analogous side chain 

interactions mediated by Q177 (ECL2) that would stabilize the receptor. In total, these 

proposed binding modes provide a structural basis for how PAMs may slow agonist 

radioligand dissociation kinetics. These slowed kinetics may underpin the augmentative 

activity PAMs appear to provide in concert with orthosteric agonists. This structural 

rationalization provides important insights that may provide a venue for further research and 

development into drug discovery and design of future novel, subtype specific PAMs for 

clinical applications.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Crystal structures of the active conformation of two representative class A GPCRs in 
which several chemical classes of Positive Allosteric Modulators (PAMs) have been reported
(A) The active conformation of the M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor (M2R) bound to 

the PAM LY2119620 in complex with the agonist iperoxo (4MQT.pdb)16. (B) The structure 

of the active conformation of the A2A adenosine receptor (A2AR) bound to the endogenous 

agonist adenosine (2YDO.pdb). In each image, the GPCR transmembrane helices are 

colored by rainbow scanning from transmembrane helix 1 (TM1) in blue to (TM7) in 

orange. This coloring is utilized through the manuscript to show the extracellular receptor 

surface colored by residue topology. A transparent molecular surface is shown for the bound 

small-molecules particularly to show how LY2119620 binds to an allosteric site on the 

extracellular receptor surface “on top” of the bound agonist iperoxo in the orthosteric site.
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Figure 2. 
Adenosine receptor PAMs used in this study.
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Figure 3. Use of appropriate bound agonist radioligands in modeling PAM bound complexes of 
adenosine receptors
PAMs selected for use in this study have been shown to slow the dissociation of agonist 

radioligands in dissociation kinetics experiments. For each adenosine receptor the most 

appropriate agonist radiolabel is modeled bound to the receptor prior to docking PAMs to 

the complex: (A) for A1R the agonist radiolabel [3H]CPPA, (B) for A2AR the agonist 

radiolabel [3H]GGS-21680 and (C) for A3R the agonist MRS-524 was used which should 

also model the effects of the common reference agonist Cl-IB-MECA and the radioligand 

[125I]I-AB-MECA. Probe dependent molecular interactions are predicted between the 

carboxylic acid of [3H]CGS-21680 and the aryl urea of 8 when bound to AA2R as shown in 

(B).
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Figure 4. Rigid receptor docking results for 3 (PD-117,975) from rigorous sampling of the entire 
extracellular surface
(A) Surface is shown populated only by local minima structures (“top-5”) for 22 different 

reference positions for independent docking trials. (B) The all-atom structures of the top 5 

lowest energy members of the “top-ranked cluster” where the heavy atom RMSD of all 

members is less than 1.5 Å from the minimum. The red circle indicates the yellow colored 

thiophene sulfur atom in (B) where this sulfur atom is depicted as red dots above in (D). (C) 

shows the 2nd lowest energy pose in comparison to the lowest energy cluster, where an 

important similarity is the orientation of the 1-amino and 2-carbonyl group of the thiophene 

ring. (D) A projection of the energy landscape showing only the local minima (“top-5”) 

structures where the X,Y coordinates of the thiophene sulfur atoms are plotted and colored 

according to the LIE (GBMV) scoring function, where the lowest energy poses are colored 

red and the highest energy local minima are shown in dark blue. (E) The same docking data 

plotting LIE (GBMV) by the heavy atom RMSD of the ligand atoms to the lowest energy 

pose. (F) Is the same plot zoomed in on a smaller scale closer to the minimum of the lowest 

energy cluster.
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Figure 5. Flexible docking results for adenosine receptor PAMs and specific protein-ligand 
interactions with salt-bridge residues
Top-ranked poses from flexible docking are shown for (A) Top view of 4 bound to A1R in 

complex with CPPA showing specific electrostatic interactions of the 1-amino group of the 

thiophene ring with E170 and the 2-carbonyl group of the thiophene ring with K173 (shown 

in magenta). The charged basic amine forms strong electrostatic interactions with E172 (B) 

Top view of 8 bound to A2AR in complex with GGS-21680, highlighting that the PAM binds 

on the extracellular surface “on top” of the salt bridge formed by residues H264 and E169. 

The aryl amine group of 8 forms a hydrogen bond to the charged side chain of E169 while 

still forming a salt-bridge (E169 and H264). The hydrogens from the urea group of 8 form 

probe-dependent electrostatic interactions with the carboxylic acid group of GGS-21680 (C) 

Top view of 9 bound to A3R in complex with MRS-542 showing specific hydrogen bonding 

interactions of the aryl amine with S170 (in close proximity to E156) and the imidazole 

nitrogen with Q167. The other imidazole nitrogen of 9 is within 3.8 Å of the carboxylic acid 

OE1 atom of E258.
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Figure 6. Flexible receptor consensus binding modes for adenosine receptor PAMs showing the 
receptor surface and orientations of 3-point pharmacophores
Following extensive sampling of the entire extracellular receptor surface for each compound, 

top-ranked clusters from flexible docking were identified supporting a consensus binding 

mode over several chemical series. The binding modes of azaadenines 7 and 8 are very 

similar to that of 9 (LUF6000) and 10 (LUF6096). The A2AR and A3R selective PAMs 8–10 
are compared to the A1R PAMs 3 and 4 and similar pharmacophore features from the 

common binding modes are mapped onto 2D structures. For example, the aryl amines of 7–
10 form similar binding interactions with the ECL2 loop, similar to the 1-amino group of the 

thiophene in 3 and 4. For simplicity, the compounds are all shown on the receptor surface. 

Supplementary Figure 3. shows the exact same poses with corresponding protein-ligand 

interactions with specific amino acids.
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Figure 7. Flexible receptor consensus binding modes for adenosine receptor PAMs compared to 
rigid receptor docking results
This figure show the flexible receptor poses in magenta that correspond to Figure 6 along 

with their induced fit protein-ligand interactions. Poses shown in cyan are superimposed 

consensus binding modes from rigid receptor docking. The heavy atom RMSD between the 

two ligand poses is shown for each structure. Black arrows are shown to visualize how the 

rigid receptor pharmacophore groups may undergo minor rotations towards the flexible 

receptor results to highlight similarities and differences in the predicted poses. For example, 

for (A) and (D), only one of the three pharmacophore groups was not in the same orientation 

for both the rigid and flexible docking result. Supplementary Figure 4. shows the rigid 

receptor docking poses on the rigid receptor surface, exactly as they were submitted in the 

original draft of the manuscript.
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Figure 8. 
Muscarinic receptor PAMs and NAMs used in this study.
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Figure 9. Flexible receptor predicted binding modes for M1R PAMs and comparison to 
LY2119620
(A) Crystallographic binding geometry of M2R PAM LY2119620 and comparison to the 

binding mode of 12 (PQCA) bound to M1R shown from a top view of the receptor surface 

showing specific interactions. Binding geometry of 17 (B), 18 (C), and 19 (D), respectively.
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Figure 10. Flexible receptor predicted binding modes for M1R PAMs and comparison to 
LY2119620
(A) Crystallographic binding geometry of M2R PAM LY2119620. and comparison to the 

top-ranked binding mode of 13 (ML-137) bound to M1R shown from a top view of the 

receptor surface showing specific interactions. (B) Binding geometry of the 2nd ranked 

binding mode of 13, that is quite similar in energy to (A). Binding geometry of 14 
(GSK-1804165) (C) and 15 (D), respectively.
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Figure 11. Flexible receptor M5R NAM unique binding mode
Predicted lowest energy binding modes for an M5R selective NAM 20 (ML-375) (A) and 

PAM 21 (ML-380) (B) binding to M5R. (C) Superposition of (A) and (B) from a side view 

of the M5R surface shows how the p-chloro group of NAM forms unique interactions with 

the receptor compared to the PAM mode. (D) Only the superposition of the NAM and PAM 

is shown to highlight how there is minimal overlap in ligand density for the NAM (p-chloro 

group) with the superimposed bound PAM. (E) NAM binding mode compared with a 

superposition of 17 as a representative of the tricyclic M1R PAM (F) Specific residues of 

M5R that participate in protein-ligand interactions with the NAM, where induced-fit side 

chain rearrangements of Y87 and H478 are key to the interactions with the NAM (p-chloro 

group).
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Figure 12. Similar M1R and A3R tricyclic chemotypes
Similar 3-point pharmacophore groups are mapped to the structurally related tricyclic M1R 

PAMs (A) 17 (benzoquinazolinone 12) and (B) 16 (DBPQ) from (C) the superposition of the 

two bound to M1R. Similar 3-point pharmacophore groups are mapped onto A3R PAMs (D) 

9 (LUF6000) and (E) 10 (LUF6096). M1R PAM 17 is shown in (F) bound to M1R 

illustrating the superposition with 9 binding to A3R in a “capping” interaction binding mode 

in complex with endogenous adenosine or inosine.
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